
Lift CapacityLift Capacity
2500kg2500kg

Exceptional Lateral StabilityExceptional Lateral Stability
2.5 tonn2.5 tonne, twin decke, twin deck articulation, combined with articulation, combined with
heavy-duty 320mm diameter (22 tonnes) slewingheavy-duty 320mm diameter (22 tonnes) slewing
ring bearing provide exceptional lateral stabilityring bearing provide exceptional lateral stability
high lift and long reliable service lifehigh lift and long reliable service life

Engineered for High Lift CapabilityEngineered for High Lift Capability
1250mm 2.251250mm 2.25 tonne chassis, plus elastic rubber tonne chassis, plus elastic rubber
treaded rear tyres, delivers exceptional load ratingtreaded rear tyres, delivers exceptional load rating
and stability up to 11 metres of liftand stability up to 11 metres of lift

Heavy-Duty Mast ConstructionHeavy-Duty Mast Construction
HHeeavy-duty mast sections in the strengthened frontavy-duty mast sections in the strengthened front
frame, mounted in 2.5 tonne articulation unity,frame, mounted in 2.5 tonne articulation unity,
increases lift capacity and long term reliableincreases lift capacity and long term reliable
operationoperation

High Definition LCD CCTV SystemHigh Definition LCD CCTV System
AllowAllows operator to stack safely to over 11 metress operator to stack safely to over 11 metres
with minimum fatigue. Available withwith minimum fatigue. Available with
programmable laser lift height selector bothprogrammable laser lift height selector both
integrated into the digital CAN bus systemintegrated into the digital CAN bus system

Proven Quality, Safety and ReliabilityProven Quality, Safety and Reliability
www.flexitruck.comwww.flexitruck.com

Flexi 22 - S+Flexi 22 - S+
12501250



The Digital RangeThe Digital Range
The Digital Range of articulated fork trucks has beenThe Digital Range of articulated fork trucks has been

developed specifically to improve storage and handlingdeveloped specifically to improve storage and handling

Fixed "Clear Vision" Mast
Operators have excellent forward
visibility thanks to our triplex free lift
mast, with its side mounted lift
cylinders. Safe productive forward
pallet pick up and set down.

Front Wheel Drive
Proven safe traction-laden or unladen
in all operating conditions. Tough
elastic rubber tires all round allow
operation on all warehouse floors. No
tyre scrubbing, with full differential
drive on both  wheels when turning.

Forward-Facing Seat
Comfortable and high-quality
adjustable full-suspension seat with
operators lumber support, reduces
fatigue and improves productively.

Integrated Sideshift
All Flexi's are supplied with a high
quality integrated sideshifting fork
carriage to promote efficient and safe
stacking.

Easy Battery Access
Fast and safe battery access and
changing. Low lift off, fork pockets.
Easy battery inspection and topping.
No motors, brakes or pumps hidden
underneath.

HiVIS Overhead Guard
The unique Flexi ‘HiVIS’ Twin Post™
overhead guard combines maximum
visibility and complete overhead and
roll over protection for the operator.
With no front 'posts' to obscure
operators vision when stacking.

Unique Flexi 220° Over Rotation
More stacking clearance along every
aisle. Compact axle designs maximise
aisle clearances. Flexi is the proven ‘no
damage - fast turn’ solution.
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